
Tetsumi Kudo’s X-rated cages that 
shocked the art world
We look back on the life and work of a true art rebel who has influenced 
everyone from the Chapman brothers to Mike Kelley
Text Francesca Gavin

When people use the word “outsider” about an artist, the image it conjures up is of someone outside of the gallery 
system, making work with a sense of compulsion and hidden obsession. Yet the late, legendary Tetsumi Kudo had 
his own completely unique visual vocabulary and approach to art. He was someone who separated himself from 
country and category.
The most original artist you’ve never heard of.

His work is mindblowing. Strange monstrous hands and melted faces grip aquariums filled with stripy phallus-fish 
and plastic crap. Acid-green cock caterpillars crawl around cages filled with violently unnatural roses. Lips, dicks, 
flowers and electronics are contained in odd boxes and cages exuding violent hyper colours. It’s like an alien gar-
dening show in which human beings, supermarket shit and electrical engineering are fused together.

Kudo never showed in the US in his lifetime and is little known to the general public. Yet his legacy is huge; his 
influence can be seen in the work of David Altmejd, Jake and Dinos Chapman and the late Mike Kelley. “Kudo’s 
works looked less like sculpture than like movie props from lurid science fiction film,” Kelley wrote in 2008. “They did 
not resemble any other contemporary sculpture I was familiar with, and I admired them greatly.” He spoke of Kudo’s 
“grotesque rendering of the body, cut into pieces or dissolving into puddles of goo.” Paul McCarthy, meanwhile, has 
been discussing Kudo in lectures since 1968, and talked about him in his book Low Life Slow Life: Tidebox Tide-
book.



According to the highly respected New York gallerist Andrea Rosen, who represents Kudo’s estate, the artist was 
recognised during his lifetime, but  that attention faded. “It wasn’t just that it was out of fashion,” she says, “but that we 
actually stopped really being able to digest this more visceral work. It’s people like Paul McCarthy that allowed us to 
really look at Kudo’s work again. If you talk to Paul, he would say he was in Paris in the 60s looking at Kudo’s work and 
it was the greatest influence in his life. It’s two-sided – because of someone like Paul we’re able to really look at the 
works again. But it’s because of Kudo that we have Paul.”

“Kudo is a great artist because he’s complex, and that’s what great art is. Great art can transform itself through time to 
take on new information. And not all artists can do that” – Andrea Rosen

Kudo emerged from the radical post-war Tokyo art scene. He was born in 1935 in Osaka to parents who were painters 
and teachers. In 1954 he entered the Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music and quickly rebelled against the 
traditional education system, forming collectives and organising events and exhibitions. He stayed in the city after grad-
uation in 1958, flirting with scenes like neo-dada and regularly entering the Yomiuri Independent, an annual salon show 
that was the biggest contemporary space for emerging art. Alongside abstract paintings incorporating found objects, 
he created a number of anti-art performances, in one instance creating gesture paintings with his hands and feet using 
splashed paint on canvases on the floor and walls.

By 1960, he was largely working with sculpture and junk materials, making scrubbing brushes that look like sea urchins 
and cotton gloves shaped like amoebas. In 1961, in protest at the signing of the US/Japan mutual security treaty, Kudo 
created his breakthrough work, the installation “Philosophy of Impotence”, which took up an entire room at the Tokyo 
Metropolitan Art Museum as part of the Yomiuri Independent exhibition. He hung the walls and ceiling of the black 
space with penises sculpted from tape and inlaid with mini-lightbulbs that looked like pre-cum. The approach was differ-
ent from the work of, say, Yayoi Kusama or Louise Bourgeois. Kudo was not making work about patriarchy or sex; he 
was looking for something post-sexual, working to “find the ground zero of sex, the ground zero of culture.” 

This landmark work was a formative influence on young Japanese artist Yoshinori Niwa, who says: “I was so excited 
for the potential of art every time I saw his documentary photograph of ‘Philosophy of Impotence’. I began to make 
performance works. Not at opening parties of exhibitions, but always in public spaces and political stages. A self-critical 
performance like Kudo’s punctures a small hole through which to get out of the ordinary way of thinking.” Also included 
in the exhibition was a painting Kudo made with black string called “Proliferating Chain Reaction in Limited Pool”. He 
won a prize for the show, and immediately used the money to go to Paris.

“Kudo’s works looked less like sculpture than like movie props from lurid science fiction film” – Mike Kelley



Despite not speaking any French, when Kudo arrived in 1962 he managed to hook up with critic Jean-Jacques Lebel, 
who invited him to enact “happenings”. Allan Kaprow described one of these in his book Assemblage, Environments 
and Happenings (1966): “Kudo as sex priest makes silent sermon with immense papier-mache phallus, then screams in 
Japanese, caresses public with the phallus, goes into mystic orgasm then collapses.” Kudo wasn’t really the “sex priest” 
Kaprow thought he was, but given that other performances included giving “products” called Dry Penis and Instant Sperm 
to audience members like Marcel Duchamp and Man Ray, you can understand the assumption.

In Paris, Kudo’s work changed dramatically. He didn’t have a proper studio, so began making smaller objects with kitchen 
utensils and odd plastic objects. He increasingly referenced nuclear physics with titles like “Proliferous Chain Reaction in 
X-style Basic Substance”. Boxes became a central motif, resulting in works like 1962’s “Bottled Humanism”, a sculpture of 
a bloodied plastic foetal thing in a jar labelled “Kudo Co. Ltd”. “We are born from a box (womb),” Kudo later wrote, “live our 
lives in a box (apartment), and after death we end up in a box (coffin).” 

He developed a very personal visual language, adding moulded body parts to his increasingly grotesque sculptures – 
eyeballs, melted skin, brains, disembodied hands. Many saw his work as a response to nuclear holocaust and Japanese 
experience, but Kudo’s emphasis was actually on metamorphosis. “It is not just a question of appearance, since every-
thing is in a state of transformation,” he said. “The body itself is changing.” In the late 60s, he made small terrariums and 
greenhouses filled with eyeballs, noses, penises and electronic circuitry covered in resin and soil, glowing with fluoro 
spraypaint. The works were proto post-humanist – a fusion of the organic and inorganic, a utopian vision of post-nuclear 
ecology he called “cultivation by radioactivity”.

In a 1972 solo show at the Stedelijk in Amsterdam, 
Kudo called for a rethink about the relationship be-
tween nature, humanity and technology. “Pollution 
of nature! Decomposition of humanity (humanism)! 
The end of the world!” he said. “These exclamations 
are fashionable nowadays but this situation is neither 
absolutely catastrophic nor fashionable. This is the 
ineluctable process for reforming ourselves. Behind this 
situation there is a great possibility of revolution for us 
personally.”

He slowed down in the mid-70s, becoming less con-
frontational and more introverted, working on a series 
of birdcage sculptures titled Portrait of the Artist in 
Crisis that saw melting part-figures knitting, praying 
and playing with string. In 1980 he was hospitalised for 
alcoholism, and the following year returned to Japan. 
He split his time between France and Japan for the rest 
of his life. After being diagnosed with throat cancer in 
1987, he began chemo and radiotherapy. 
During this period he returned to the Tokyo National 

University of Fine Arts and Music as a teacher. One of his students was cult artist Makoto Aida. “That image of him – say-
ing no to meals, sucking nutrient drinks from small glass bottles through a thin straw – is an impression etched on to my 
memory,” he says. “In his room he would be drinking from midday onwards, playing dated folk songs at full volume that 
echoed endlessly down the corridors. The sight of him, always seeming to be struggling against something, was pitiful 
– and he was genuine in this for sure – but at the same time one could also sense a touch of the melodramatic about it. 
Whether Kudo returned to Japan when he perceived that the time of his death was near, or rather whether it was Japan 
that reduced his lifespan – for me, to this day I still don’t know.” In 1990, at 55, Kudo died of colon cancer.

“I’m very interested in and influenced by Tetsumi Kudo’s cartoon-like or maquette-like forms. His works produce the power 
to neutralise oppositions such as east and west, personal emotions and universality, and kitsch and sophistication” – Tep-
pei Kaneuji

What is so interesting about Kudo’s work is how prescient it was. His central themes of environmental pollution, defor-
mation, utopian post-humanism and the corrupt could not be more timely for our post-technological world. “Everything is 
revolving in an extremely rapid cyclone of information,” he said in 1974. “Here (in Japan), humans themselves become 
informational bits. We become unable to see anything in the midst of the cyclone. One cannot observe oneself, nor see 
the world. Even the freedom to question does not exist in this place.” He saw his work as an electrocardiogram that aimed 
to represent the spiritual response to abnormalities of society.



Younger artists are increasingly fascinated by his approach. “I’m very interested in and influenced by Tetsumi Kudo’s car-
toon-like or maquette-like forms,” Japanese installation artist and sculptor Teppei Kaneuji says, “as well as the destruc-
tive power created by the combination of lurid motifs and physical performances that contradict such forms. His works 
produce the power to neutralise oppositions such as east and west, personal emotions and universality, and kitsch and 
sophistication.”

Julie Verhoeven, a British artist who shares Kudo’s fascination with genitalia and colour, is also a fan: “I have only expe-
rienced the physical, body-curdling force of his work from books. A sense of grimace and alarm followed swiftly by desire 
and envy. His work is a violent reminder of what I want to achieve emotionally with my very sorry, polite, output. How to 
ever achieve that release of the grubby subconscious? To dig in deep and empty the hoover bag of the brain is my goal.”

The uncanny work of Kudo is increasingly being rethought into the canon of art. As Rosen notes: “He’s a great artist 
because he’s complex, and that’s what great art is. Great art is something that can transform itself through time to take on 
new information. And not all artists can do that.”
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Tetsumi Kudo (1935-1990) once made a small collage that incorporated bits of
electrical engineering diagrams. This yellowed paper, covered in tiny, precisely
printed black figures that represent alternating and direct currents, conductors,
and resistors, would become an integral material persistently appearing
throughout his oeuvre. One might think of it, within the context of the exhibition
at the Walker Art Center, not as a diagram of electrical circuitry but as a
genealogy showing lines of historical force, which KudoÕ s art productively
disrupts and reconfigures. The first solo museum show of Kudo’s work in the
US, Ò Garden of MetamorphosisÓ  seeks to rearrange our understanding of
postwar art — its key figures, energies, stylistic and theoretical circuitry, and
highly charged lines of influence.

Kudo is perhaps best known for his collaged sculptures and installations, in
which he used a surprising array of found materials Ñ  a tree stump, nails,
human hair, electrical cords, black tape, ropes, scrub brushes, lightbulbs, plastic
tubes, electrical wire, Peg-Board, synthetic resin, film cartridges, plastic bowls,
glass jars, birdcages, and images of muscle-bound men in calisthenics poses.
We might be tempted to chart connections between his Philosophy of
Impotence (1961-62) and Atsuko TanakaÕ s Electric Dress (1956), between his
Your Portrait, Your Game (1962-63) and Joseph CornellÕ s found materials and
arcades, or between KudoÕ s knotted strings and tangled cords and Bruce
ConnerÕ s detritus aesthetic. However, the wall text and catalogue repeatedly
warned against reductive lineages, particularly since Kudo fiercely maintained
his independence and cultivated an idiosyncratic persona.

Indeed, one of the frustrating and at the same time profoundly important things
about curator Doryun ChongÕ s exhibition and catalogue was his intentional
ambiguity about not only how, but whether, Kudo can be located within more
well known artworld trends. KudoÕ s early work, from the late Õ 50s, consists of
Abstract Expressionist-style paintings (Proliferating Chain Reaction, 1959) and
Ò anti-artÓ  happenings similar to those of Kazuo Shiraga and other Guta•  artists,
in which Kudo used his own body to smear paint onto unstretched canvas. From
this we might sketch yet another genealogy connecting Kudo to Jackson
Pollock, to the Guta•  group, to Allan Kaprow, and to Yves Klein, but it is
unclear who exactly influenced whom or whether “influence” is even a viable
historiographic concept. ChongÕ s claim that Kudo was an Ò odd man outÓ  casts
such historical methods into serious doubt. And some of that doubt fell directly
on the exhibition itself. Does this straightforwardly chronological exhibition work
against the oddness to which Kudo aspired or the challenge to history that his
work invites?

Working in Paris in the 1960s, Kudo pursued and expanded his interests in
metamorphosis, and expounded on his Ò philosophy of impotenceÓ  in which he
claimed humankind was entering a new phase Ñ  humanism itself had become
just another commercial slogan and man would have to accept his impotence in
the face of nuclear technologies, ecological destruction, and the burgeoning of a
plastic culture. Populated by hundreds of phallic shapes that suggest penises
and cocoons, molting skin and cracked seed pods, larvae and excrement, his
work from this period is both charged with nostalgia (its materials having
hardened, yellowed, or crumbled) and seems surprisingly contemporary. Even
as we are tempted to draw a line between Kudo and Yayoi Kusama or Louise 
Bourgeois, we are surprised by how freshly the work seems to address
contemporary forms of biopower and ecological destruction.

In his later work made in Japan, Kudo incorporated other somatic fragments
such as hands and feet, crafted from paper and molded plastic, and
commercially produced plastic body parts such as eyeballs and brains. In
Grafted Garden/Pollution Ñ  Cultivation Ñ  New Ecology (1970-04), these are
combined with plastic flowers and pieces of AstroTurf. Using this vocabulary,
Kudo explored the relation between humans and technology, including not only
communications (telephones, radios, and Morse code), but nuclear physics,
genetics, and computers. One might describe his sculptures and installations,
with their green and orange Day-Glo paints viewed in black light (which eerily
enhances their radioactive appearance) and their seemingly melted or
dismembered bodies, as a particularly visceral form of posthumanism avant la
lettre.

In addition to learning about Tetsumi KudoÕ s remarkable works and the
enormous contribution he made to the art of the last half century or more, this
exhibition instructed us to rethink contemporary art history. If the European
critics got it wrong when they characterized Kudo as the exemplar of postwar
and postnuclear Japanese trauma; if Allan Kaprow got it wrong when he
described Kudo (with his worksÕ  many phalluses) as a sex priest; and if the artist
Ò gave little indication of how he would have situated himself artistically and art
historically,Ó  how do we then, as Chong writes, Ò position his work in relation to
some of his contemporariesÓ ? We must cut apart style, appearance, and artistic
method. We must dislocate movements and associations. We must, following
KudoÕ s example, think in more complex terms of voltages and circuits,
step-downs, and resistance. 

Ò Tetsumi KudoÓ  originally appeared in the February
2009 issue of Modern Painters. For a complete list of articles from this issue
available on ARTINFO, see Modern PaintersÕ  February 2009 Table of Contents.
Copyright ©

Tetsumi Kudo

By Jane Blocker
Published February 1, 2009

ÒT etsumi Kudo: Garden of MetamorphosisÓ at Walker Art
Center (Minneapolis, Minnesota)
October 18, 2008ÑM arch 22, 2009



Andrea Rosen Gallery, New York, USA

Tetsumi Kudo’s work has influenced artists in-
cluding Paul McCarthy and Mike Kelley, though, 
outside of Europe and Japan, his work remains 
more influential than it is widely known.  The cur-
rent exhibition at Andrea Rosen – which precedes 
a major retrospective at the Walker Art Center 
this autumn – is part of what appears to be an 
organized initiative to introduce Kudo’s work to 
an American audience.

Kudo, who died in 1990, fashioned a world of 
DayGlo horror that counters chaos with control. 
Accordingly, this exhibition (adroitly curated by 
Joshua Mack in collaboration with Hiroko Kudo) 
transforms the gallery into a hellish hothouse: 
thermometers take the temperature of protuber-
ances rising out of the soil; penis-faced parakeets 
sit in a cage like unhappy products of genetic 
experimentation (Your Portrait, 1965-66). 

These sculptures, in which genitalia and dismem-
bered body parts appear with mind-numbing regu-
larity, depict a rapidly unraveling psyche.  Indeed, 
unraveling skeins of thread are the dominant motif 
of The Survival of the Avant-Garde (1985), which 
reduces the human figure to just a skull, genitalia 
and a mess of coloured threads. 

At the core of Kudo’s contemporary appeal is this 
explosive sense of disorder and disintegration.  
But for all the grim and often unexpected humour 
of his work – penises sprout from plants and a 
loose collection of eyeballs rattle around at the 
bottom of a pail – the work arises out of a firmly 
considered political and ideological position.

Kudo’s early work is often explicitly political, 
staging itself in response to Western capitalism 
and in particular the American post-war occupa-
tion of Japan – Philosophy of Impotence (1961) 
was made in direct response to the 1960 signing of 
the United States Japan Security Treaty.  His later 
work is perhaps less obviously ideological, but it 

retains (and also transforms) some of the same 
themes of occupation, resistance and control.

In this current exhibition, these key ideas are 
applied to the relentless paradoxes of sexual 
drive.  On one level, Kudo presents human 
sexuality as a matter of all-consuming drive – 
senseless, tormented, and essentially removed 
from the self.  But what is crucial here are 
the two primary settings that occupy Kudo’s 
sculpture, and through which he considers the 
quandary of sexual drive: the garden and the 
cage.  These are both symbols of the domesti-
cation of the natural, and the degree to which 
the resulting sculptures are at once rampant and 
contained suggests a confrontation between 
drive and its social suppression.  Ultimately, 
both drive and the fabric of the life it disrupts 
are irrevocably compromised; the consideration 
of that mutual state of uneasy concession is 
what makes Kudo’s work cohere beyond pure 
drive, in a realm of complex emotion. 

Katie Kitamura

Tetsumi Kudo

Current Shows .com
Published on 10/07/08



This tantalizing introduction to the work of Tetsumi Kudo, via twenty 
five of his wildly idiosyncratic and often strenuously lurid multime-
dia sculptures, constituted the first gallery show in the United States 
devoted to the late Japanese artist. It was also intended to do some ad-
vance work for his major retrospective, which opened last month at the 
Walker Art Center in Minneapolis, by demonstrating that Kudo little 
known beyond his native country and his adopted home of France, 
where he lived from the early 1960s until the late 1980s-was, as the 
Rosen show’s essayist and curator Joshua Mack hails him, “a signifi-
cant precursor to much at the core of contemporary aesthetics.” The se-
lection did confirm a range of motifs and concerns around interpenetra 
ing states of physical and emotional turmoil that locate Kudo among 
the predecessors of contemporary abject expressionism, from Paul 
McCarthy (who recently included Kudo in a show detailing his own 
artistic influences) to Jake and Dinos Chapman to David Altmejd. But 
it also demonstrated intriguing departures from such straightforward 
historical vectors.
    For Kudo-who grew up amid the destruction of World War II” bod-
ies” and their processes, whether conceived of as human or something 
more broadly terrestrial, were sites of damage and deformation and the 
loci of struggles for political, technological, and symbolic control. One 
of the first projects to garner the artist attention was a 1962 installation 
titled Philosophy of Impotence, the second of two so named, in which 
he filled a gallery at Tokyo’s Metropolitan Museum of Art with an ar-
ray of black, penis-shaped objects, partly as a response to America’s 
continued military and cultural presence in postwar Japan.
    Phalli appeared in force at Rosen as well, popping up everywhere 
in a gallery set as a cold garden of unearthly delights-these and other 
sculpted bits of human anatomy (which the artist referred to as “souve-
nirs”) populated an array of flower beds, birdcages, and terrariumlike 
vitrines, often paired with unexpected found objects and arrangements 
of mutant flora. Kudo’s phalli are restrained with chains atop a mound 
of dirt in Human Bonsai-Freedom of Deformity Deformity of Freedom, 
1979, while in Cultivation of Nature and People Who are Looking at It, 
1971, they share space in a soil-filled plastic sphere with snail shells, 
giving the work the appearance of a grade-school biology project hi-
jacked by Paul Thek. One also appears in the showstopping Survival 
of the Avant-Garde, 1985, as a human figure represented by a skull, a 
pair of hands, and silhouetting skeins of brightly colored string (think 

textile-arts version ofTom Friedman’s self-portrait as exploded con-
struction paper cadaver) reaches for his escaping manhood like a desert 
wanderer grasping at a glass of water. Taken together with the often 
blunt contents of the cage sculpturesespecially in later pieces like Por-
trait of an Artist in Crisis, 1980-81, where hands daub a pile of feces 
with a gaily colored brush-the works suggest the psychological battles 
Kudo was fighting both without and increasingly within himself, feel-
ing both his own identity and the larger social environment fraught 
with ruptures, atomized, losing integrity. 
    Given the dark psychosocial landscape of most of Kudo’s work, it’s 
all the more poignant that in the years before his death in 1990 at the 
age of fifty-five, he turned increasingly away from garish figurative el-
ements and toward more contemplative works, many made of lengths 
of string coiled around geometric forms. These late works are at once 
the simplest and the richest on view, and include the tightly wrapped 
tower of multicolored thread On the Structure ofthe Japanese System-
The Black Hole, 1982, and That Which Appeared Vertically in the Op-
posite Direction of Will, 1984, a column encased in string and crystal-
line clumps of glue topped with a calligraphy brush, all rising out of a 
Japanese lacquer dish: a kind of memorial to a life held together with 
the materials and methods of an artist, despite the odds.

-Jeffrey Kastner

Tetsumi Kudo, 
Tokyo-Paris axe magnetique 

et axe vide (Tokyo-Paris Mag-
netic Axis and Empty Axis)

1982-83, mixed media, 15 x 
26 x 14 “. 
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Tetsumi Kudo
Andrea Rosen
525 West 24th Street, Chelsea
Through Aug. 15

   In terms of art, ours is a golden age of 
rediscovery. The past only gets bigger — 
and mostly better. The latest addition, at 
least for Americans, is the Japanese artist 
Tetsumi Kudo, who was born in Osaka in 
1935, relocated to Paris in the early 1960s 
and lived there for 25 years. He returned 
to Japan in the late 1980s and died of 
cancer in Tokyo in 1990.
    Mr. Kudo’s first in-depth exposure 
in the United States is an exhibition of 
26 derisively beautiful, macabre works 
whose hybrid forms often blend human 
body parts with plants and flowers. They 
range from the mid-1960s to the late ’80s, 
with a concentration on the 1970s. The 
show has been organized with Joshua 
Mack, a writer and collector, just in time 
for the Kudo retrospective scheduled to 
open at the Walker Art Center in Min-
neapolis in September. (His work was 
included in “Japanese Art After 1945” at 
the Guggenheim in New York and also in 
“Out of Actions” at the Museum of Con-

temporary Art in Los Angeles in 1998.)
   Mr. Kudo’s sculptures and reliefs are 
not unfamiliar. They fit into a neo-Dada 
tradition that includes Jasper Johns, 
Daniel Spoerri, Yayoi Kusama, Lucas 
Samaras and Paul Thek. They update 
Surrealism (and Joseph Cornell) with the 
psychedelic colors of hippies and Pop.
   These works represent a determinedly 
phallocentric world-view, in which 
anatomically precise penises, which you 
often don’t see at first, are grafted on to 
plants or creep up them like caterpillars. 
Phalluses are chained to the ground, like 
little prisoners of war, in a small sculp-
ture titled “Human Bonsai — Freedom 
of Deformity — Deformity of Freedom” 
(1979), and masquerade as a chorus of 
yellow and blue mutant parakeets in 
the yellow birdcage in “Your Portrait” 
(1965-66).
   They mingle with cactuses and snails 
in the little terrarium titled “Cultivation 
of Nature and People Who Are Looking 
at It.” In “Pollution — Cultivation — 
New-Ecology Underground” (1972-73), 
a relatively large phallic monument 
overlooks a miniature city visible inside 
a bermlike chunk of mud planted with 
bright but disheveled flowers.

   Mr. Kudo could be equally scathing 
using skeletal hands and skull-like heads 
that evoke the grotesque hermits and 
gnomes of Japanese folklore. The green 
birdcage of “Portrait of an Artist in Cri-
sis” holds a shattered face and a pair of 
spidery hands wielding a paint brush to 
apply color to a small pile of excrement. 
And his “Survival of the Avant-Garde” 
(1985) is a plastic skull whose body has 
decayed to a swirl of brightly colored 
thread, which became Mr. Kudo’s pre-
ferred material toward the end of his life.
   The figure could also be the melted 
victim of an atomic bomb. The ebullient 
bitterness of Mr. Kudo’s work has many 
sources, including the American bombing 
of Japan during World War II and the 
occupation that followed. He looked at 
his country and found it wanting, but he 
also knew that the West was not much 
better off. 

ROBERTA SMITH

“Pollution-Cultivation-New-Ecology Underground”, a 1972-73 work by Tetsumi Kudo, a Japaneese artist who died in 1990
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"Box." Originally published in Kudo, exh. cat. (Paris: Galerie Beaubourg, Galerie Vallois, 1977).
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"Dear Mr. Beeren (Dear Europeans)." Originally published in Kudo, exh. cat. (Amsterdam: Galerie 20, 1966).
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W.A.L. Beeren (1928 - 2000) was the Director of the Stedeljijk Museum, Amsterdam (1985-1992) and the Director of the Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen in Rotterdam (1978-1985). He was also an art critic, lecturer and curator of the Gemeentemuseum; chief curator of the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam; and art history lecturer at the University of Groningen.
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